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Artwork: 
Victor Vasarely, Gestalt-Zoeld
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R. Buckminster Fuller, U.S. Pavilion for ‘Expo 67
North Rose Window, Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris
Jim McNeill, Escher Bowl

Victor Vasarely, Gestalt-Zoeld, 1976 

Victor Vasarely is most recognized as a pioneer of Op Art, and for his paintings and prints of 
optical illusions.

He dropped out of medical school to paint and starting experimenting with the idea of geometric 
abstraction and optical illusions in paintings.

He studied how the human eye is affected by light, color and shape.

In the painting Gestalt-Zoeld, four large interlocking L-shaped forms are made from green red 
and blue squares. And done in acrylic paint, which is easy to use and easy to clean vs. 
traditional oil paints.

These L-shaped forms seem to alternate positions and play tricks on the viewers eyes.

Does the central cube appear to fold inward or outward? (depends on the viewer!)

Unlike implied movement found in traditional paintings, this painting attempts to trick the viewers 
eye into seeing movement but to also convey that actual feeling of movement to the viewer’s 
senses.

Often Op Art appears to be made by a computer because the artist needs to be exactingly 
precise.

Amish Quilt (Anonymous), Double Nine Patch, 1920 

The geometric shapes and vivid colors in Double Nine Patch are typical of the shapes and 
colors found in many Amish quilts.

Six characteristics pinpoint this quilt from being from Lancaster County Pennsylvania, as 
opposed to other Amish communities: the pattern, the use of solid color wool, the narrow inner 
border and wide outer border, the large corner blocks and wide bindings.

This quilt is symmetrical in design. Does anyone know what “symmetrical” means?



Take a look at the inner, narrow border. Does it look like the green diamonds are sewn on a blue 
background? (yes..) But in fact it is actually a single row of green diamonds sandwiched 
between two rows of blue equilateral triangles.

Double Nine patch gets its title from the patch work squares found in the focal area of the quilt. 
Each of these patchwork squares is made from nine smaller squares.

By using red and red-violet in a predictable order, the random use of other colors produces a 
dynamic pattern of movement.

Amish woman used to meet for quilting sessions knows as “quilting bees” were they could visit 
with one another while they produced a quilt. 

They were restricted by their religion form using printed cloth in their own clothing and for 
patchwork quilts. Strong abstract geometric designs repeated with bright solid colors make a 
strong artistic statement.

R. Buckminster Fuller, U.S. Pavilion for ‘Expo 67 

Richard Buckminster Fuller was an accomplished inventor, educator, writer, poet, and 
philosopher, but is most recognized for his geodesic dome designs.

Geodesic domes, patented in the mid-twentieth century by Buckminster Fuller, are lightweight 
but sturdy hemispherical structures. 

The larger a geodesic dome is the stronger it actually becomes.

The U.S. Pavilion for Expo 67was nicknamed “Bucky’s Biggest Bubble” and was Fullers most 
impressive geodesic dome at approximately 19 stories tall.

The dome is made from lightweight steel pipes welded together in a series of triangles that in 
turn created hexagonal (6-sided) pyramids. Each of these pyramids was covered with a 
transparent acrylic material. That material burned in a fire in 1976 and today the frame of the 
dome still stands.

Would you have thought to make a circular shape out of hundreds of triangles?

North Rose Window, Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris, 1240-50 

Jehan de Chelles (Zhon duh Shell), is the recognized architect and mason, and Master of the 
Work of Notre Dame during the time that the North Rose Window was built and installed.

The North Rose Window is made of stained glass and lead and iron framework and is 43 feet in 
diameter.



Covering about 1300 square feet it is one of the largest circular frameworks from the middle 
ages in existence today.

The shape is that of a large wheel with concentric bands of mostly blue, violet and red glass.

The art of stained glass is often referred to as “painting with light”. Unlike canvas painting where 
light reflects off of a surface, stained glass allows light to pass through and “paints” the surface 
of whatever it touches.

Religious figures are pictured in the smaller circles These paintings were used as texts to 
educate a largely illiterate public.

Jim McNeill, Escher Bowl, 1996 

Born in 1967 in New Jersey, Jim McNeil started drawing when he was three and grew up to be a 
graphic artist.

He loved to copy cartoon characters from animated shows, and images from movie posters and 
album covers.

As a graphic artist he was introduced to the computer and soon mastered electronic illustration.
Have any of you ever drawn a picture using the computer?

Escher Bowl was created on the computer with its ability to duplicate lines and shapes easily.

What game is being played? Are all the players exactly the same or can you see some 
differences? (Football, and the middle 2 players have different facial expressions as the player 
with the ball is punching up into the blue player who is reacting to the hit.)

The green areas help draw our focus to the action of the players…but do you notice anything 
unique about the shape of the green space? (they are the same shape as the players.)

This kind of pattern is called a tessellation. A tessellation is a patter made using congruent 
shapes – shapes that are exactly alike in size and outline. Tessellations appear to fit together 
like a puzzle with no overlaps and no gaps.


























